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Cycling Canals Culture
In 2018 Leeuwarden and Fryslan will be visited by over 4 mln visitors during the year of European 
Capital of Culture (LWD2018). The city is committed to transport by bike and the Frysian 
company Batavus has the plan to offer 2018 bicycles. The focus on cycling could be exploited 
to encourage visiting  not only the centre but also locally, bottom-up organised events in the 
whole city and countryside. Cycling is part of Frysian culture and a healthy, clean, adventurous 
and social way of moving around. It may contribute to a more sustainable development of the 
city in the future.

Batavus offering bicycles to the city The value of cycling Intuitive navigation The hodological effect The story of Leeuwarden The event as leverage for place making

Cycling is worth investing in. Improvement of cycling infrastructure provide a new impulse to 
the use of the bicycle. The historic canals could provide natural and attractive cycling routes 
from the city centre towards the countryside. Cycling along canals could lead to opportunities 
for ‘intuitive navigation’ and strengthen the ‘hodological effect’ during the route. Furthermore, 
along the canals the historic and contemporary story of Leeuwarden and Fryslan could be told.

LWD2018 and the cycling routes could be used as a leverage for place making along the canals. Much major 
companies, schools and neighbourhoods are situated along the canals and will have the chance to present 
themselves to visitors by creating cultural places of interest. Local events will be ‘fuelled’ by visitors on the 
bicycle. Meeting between local people and visitors will take place everywhere along the water. By this the 
bottom up strategy Leeuwarden is focussing on, is stimulated and ‘structured’. 
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Route following the canal system Laps 1 to 1,5 hour of cycling Rich routes: places of interest Historic settlements connected Necessary new canal crossings Cultural hot spots along the canalsCycling paths to be completed

1.

2.

3.

Bicycle stables: hire and maintenance

To realize the routes mostly existing 
paths can be used or need to be 
upgraded. For 15,8km new cycling 

paths have to be created.

Distance new 
bike lanes

Costs double 
bike lane/m*

Total costs

Route 1 1,9 km 100,- 0,19 mln

Route 2 8,4 km 100,- 0,84 mln

Route 3 5,5 km 100,- 0,55 mln

Total 15,8 km 100,- 1,58 mln

Total budget for infrastructure 815,15 mln

* Source: Fietsersbond  

The cycling routes will follow the canal 
nerve system as much as possible. 
From the large canals between cities 
to the small scale nerve canals in 
between them. On some locations the 
cycling route leaves the canal system 
for a while to visit a place of interest 
or avoid an obstacle. This also leads to 
diversity, and a higher consciousness 

of the presence of the canals.  

The cycling routes consist of three 
rounds with a distance that could be 
covered in 1 of 1,5 hour cycling on 
a non-electric bicycle. This gives the 
visitor of LWD2018 enough time to visit 
local organised events and be on the 

road for at least half a day. 

A lot of major institutions, historic 
elements and other interesting places 
are situated along the canals. By using 
the canals as leading principle the 
‘pearls’ of Leeuwarden are connected 
in an attractive way. This is interesting 
for visitors during LWD2018, but also for 
inhabitants of Leeuwarden and the 

countryside in the period after 2018.  

The cycling lanes also connect a lot 
of small surrounding villages to the 
city of Leeuwarden in an attractive 
way. The water connections between 
Leeuwarden and the villages used to be 
very important for the development of 
Leeuwarden as well as the countryside. 
The mutual connections were very 
strong. The historic connections are 
restored again, for slow traffic this time.

Besides lanes new canal crossings 
are needed. Crossings over the Van 
Harinxma canal have a length of about 
50 m. Crossing over other large canals 
are 25m. Crossings over the smallest 

canals are less then 10 meter. 

Crossing
Harinxma canal

Crossing
large canal

Crossing 
small canal

Route 1 0 3 2

Route 2 2 3 4

Route 3 2 2 2

Total 4 6 8

To create an interesting cultural 
climate along the routes and stimulate 
the bottom-up approach of the 
organisation a number of cultural hot 
spots will be pointed. The locations 
are mostly connected to a land 
mark (church) or larger public space 
(square, parc). On these locations 
institutions and inhabitants are invited 
to organise a cultural place of interest 
or event during 2018. This will work 
as leverage effect for place making 

along the canals. 

The 2018 bicycles are offered to the 
public. Unlike in large world cities (for 
instance Paris) the bicycle hiring system 
in Leeuwarden will be organised by a 
corporation of local entrepreneurs. 
The density of Leeuwarden is too 
low to offer the bike on locations in 
the public realm but can be picked 
up at entrepreneurs and institutions 
everywhere along the route. This will 
stimulate social meeting between 

visitors and locals.

Urgencies
ToolboxThe focus on cycling could be exploited to 

encourage visiting locally organised projects and 
events outside the centre and the countryside. 
Leeuwarden won the title by presenting a 
program of large scale, top down organised 
events mostly in the city centre and bottom up 
organised events scattered around the whole 
city. The local events could be ‘fuelled’ by visitors 
on the bicycle.

It could also be a motive to improve the 
infrastructure for slow traffic from the city 
centre towards the neighbourhoods and the 
surrounding countryside. The historic and typical 
radial structure of Leeuwarden towards the 
region is nowadays disturbed. 

Along the routes the 
cycling lane will have 
to deal with different 
circumstances. It’s  
success will depend on 
the spatial behaviour. 
For six different subjects 
I thought of  solutions 
and tools. The first 
important subject is 
speed. Another subject 
is the perception 
of the landscape 
by the cyclist. Third 
important subject is 
‘hop on - hop off’.  It 
is about stimulating 
interaction with the 
surrounding area. The 
other three subjects 
are about dealing 
with encounters, 
obstacles or canal 
crossing along the 
route. Different options 
are available to react 
on this elements in the 
landscape.

Colour & material
For the cycling lane in 
Leeuwarden I made an 
analysis of the existing colours 
in the landscape. Striking is 
the yellowish colour of several 
buildings. This colour has a 
natural appearance and fits 
well in the rural as well as the 
urban landscape. This could be 
a suitable colour for the cycling 
route. Different types of material 
can be used, depending of the 
surrounding and the purpose to 
speed or slow down cyclists. 

Potmarge - Wirdumervaart - Nieuwe Vaart - Wergeastervaart - Nieuwe Kanaal (25,1 km)
To stimulate visiting the whole city of Leeuwarden and it’s countryside by cycling during 2018 and after that, the proposal is to create three round cycling routes that start on the Waag Square and follow the major historic canals to the countryside. These routes are filled with interesting places and 
locations for visitors of LWD2018. These places of inyerest will be connected by the cycling lane. Following the routes visitors will experience the Frysian landscape and cultural life. Society will be invited to develop cultural events along the route. It is not only about ‘high’ culture but mainly also about 
‘low’ culture: the characteristics of everyday life of Leeuwardians and Frysians: living, learning, working and recreating on a local scale’. Culture in the broadest sense can be experienced and is stimulated along the canals. An elaboration is made for one of the three cycling loops on the regional 
scale. It is a very interesting route because of the Potmarge area with education and knowlegde institutions and companies like Friesland Campina. By creating the cycling route a attractive route will emerge for comuting cyclists between these areas and the city centre. 

Jentsje Popma (1921)
Nestor of Frysian landscape artists

“Frysian landscape is beautiful
but it is a shame that little remains
due to urbanisation. For a proper
perception of the landscape you
need both the perspective as it is
observed by the senses and the
emotional experience”. 
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Elaboration area: Weaze-Potmarge Bicycle oriented city life along the WeazeCity centre as vital heart

Jentsje Popma Center

Weaze-Potmarge Bridge

Activate the leverage in 2018

For the elaboration I focussed on the Weaze-Potmarge area. The 
deprived and criminalized Weaze could be re-activated in an 
attractive way by making the cycling connection to the Potmarge-
area. New opportunities appear for the deprived buildings. They 
could turn into the ideal living area for young urban cyclists. This 
contributes to evoiding brain drain. Also a lot of other bicycle 
oriented entrepeneurs could arise. For instance the bicycle bar, 
where shop, repair and staying are combined into a bicycle oriented 
meeting place. Or pick up and go-facilities for all the commuting 
cyclists that are coming by. Or entrepeneurs who are using the 
cycling infrastructure to develop a kinds of locally oriented delivery 
activities. For this the bicycle will also enter the building blocks and 
properties along the canal. They will (have to) be eccessible by 
cyclists.

To make the connection between Weaze (city centre) and 
Potmarge area (Watercampus) a cycling bridge is needed. Besides 
that a group of relatively small buildin along the Potmarge needs to 
be transformed in order to make the connection. It could turn into 
the ‘Jentsje Popma Center’. By connection it to the nearby parking 
garage it could turn into an important cycling node between city 
centre and suburban areas.  Thinking about the behaviour of the 
cycling lane provided a set of tools that could be deployed in the 
Weaze-Potmarge area. With the colour, material and toolbox for 
the behaviour of the cycling lane in mind, I made an urban plan 
for the area. 

To create a hybrid zone and stimulate private 
use of the public space, it is necessary to 
redefine the profile of the whole canal. In 
the new situation the car will be gone and 
replaced by increasing number of cyclists. 

The public space will be a ‘shared’ one with 
a hybrid zone along the facade that will have 
a width of 1,5 meter. This Leeuwarder Stoep 
will be allocatable and suitable for different 
kinds of private use. The quay is also available 
for multifunctional use and differs in width. 
Between the Leeuwarder Stoep and the 
Multifunctional Quay an obstacle free zone of 
3,5m is needed to give space for emergency 
services (national legislation). 

In the new profile the location of the trees will 
be the same. The don’t have to be replaced or 
renewed. Last, because cars are eliminated, 
rain water can be drained on the canals, 
creating little fountains when it is raining and 
animate the canal water. In the zoning of the 
public space the different phases between 
cycling and staying are considered and 
translated into a spatial proposal for redesign 
of the public space.

The city centre of Leeuwarden will have a crucial function within the 
regional cycling system. It will have to function as a viable heart, not only 
attracting large numbers of people from abroad but also ‘pumping’ 
the newly arrived ‘energy’ to locally organized events in the whole city 
and the countryside. 

In order to function as a viable heart some urgencies within the city centre have to be addressed. First of all cyclists are under much pressure in and 
around the city centre. To get notion of the accessibility of the centre by cycling I counted the number of cyclists on all the bridges towards the city 
centre. On four major bridges the number of cyclists is very high but the available space for them is limited. The car dominates the bridges, which may 
lead to dangerous situations. Second, also within the city centre much space is reserved for the car. In nearly every street the car is allowed to enter. In 
the profile of the small canal quays the car is dominant.  Third is the increasing vacancy of shops along the city centre canals. The canals are all defined 
as shopping area, but there aren’t enough shops anymore to fill all the properties. This has every to do with the general shopping market that is in decline. 
According to me a second cause is the bad staying climate on the canals. Because of the dominance of the motorized traffic functions are ‘pushed’ 
inside the properties and have no chance to come outside. 

To deal with this urgencies my proposal is to reduce the area for hardcore shopping and to stimulate cycling along the city centre canals. Cycling 
could by seen and used as the motor for urban transformation of vacancy along the canals. By removing cars and increase the number of cyclists (and 
pedestrians) the canals could turn into an climate for bicycle oriented urban living, working and meeting. This climate will be especially interesting for a 
young target group (generation Y). They are not focussed on possession and the car is not important anymore as status symbol. They are mostly single and 
in search for a mostly public urbanized life with much opportunities for making friends. The city centre canals and the properties are suitable for that, by 
providing possibilities for bicycle oriented living, working and meeting. Because of the spatial quality of the canals and connection to the regional cycling 
scheme it will be a very attractive for urban living. 

One building is in the way for creating a cycling route along the Potmarge. The building is the house and atelier of the 94 year old Frysian artist Jentsje Popma. He loves the Dutch and 
Frysian landscape very much. His statement is that the urbanisation should be stopped in order to protect the landscape and keep it so that visitors and residents can enjoy it in the future.  
Jentsje Popma will not live for very long. Recently he sold his atelier and all his work to a klooster so that they can sell it and earn money for their cause. This is a opportunity to create 
the cycling route and establish the ‘Jentsje Popma Center’. In this center artists could be challenged to influence the perspective of visitors before they leave for visiting the landscape 
by bicycle. A mental picture of a landscape is not only built up by the object itself but also by images, stories and experiences that influence the unconsious memory. This could be the 
central goal of the Jentsje Popma Center: influence the perception of visitors before visiting the landscape itself on the bike. The bikes are also available in the center and there could a 
bar.  With a parking garage near by, the area could function as a transfer for visitors from car to bicycle. 

To follow the Potmarge to the south a cycling bridge over the Zuider Stadsgracht is 
needed. On this crossing the cycling lane will go from separated paths to a double 
path. Besides that ships on the Zuider Stadsgracht have to be able to get through. 
In making the first concept for the cycling bridge eye sight-lines are considered. By 
using curved forms for the lanes a diversity of sight-lines is offered to the user. By this 
he will experience this water crossing in an optimal way. Furthermore the speed of 
cyclists  is decreased before entering the city centre area.

The first thing to do for the city of Leeuwarden to realize this project and use the event as leverage, the four cycling bridges 
towards the city centre should be built. Without this part the whole project will fail. Also strategic improvements in the regional 
system are needed to create closed loops along the canals during 2018. After that deliberation with owners of vacant properties 
is needed to come up with a strategy to turn the vacant units into temporary bicycle bars during 2018. Society should be invited 
to organise events along the canals to make the route cultural interesting. During 2018 the city centre canals could be closed for 
car traffic so that cyclists will have enough space. All this should grow out into a durable cycling system on the regional level with 
the city centre as vital ‘pumping’ heart. Everything starts with an opening event at the Waag Square where all the 2018 bicycles 
will spread along the routes. 

2015: vacancy in a dead canal

2018: temporary bicycle bar

2021: bicycle oriented city life

In the original situation 
all the components of 
the canal profile where 
very well connected in a 
functional way. 

In the 20th century the 
car became dominant, 
pedestrians and cyclists 
got less space for 
moving. 

Today properties are 
vacant. The components 
of the canal profile are 
mostly disconnected. 
The Leeuwarder city 
centre canals have 
become dead canals. 

My proposal is to create all space for bicycles as 
the new and only way of transport on the quay’s 
(besides walking). The elimination of the car will 
give space for staying, walking, cycling, living, 
working and meeting. This is an ideal urban climate 
for generation Y that is mainly single, focussed on 
cycling and has a need for public life. 

75
0

The bicycle Bench
To make a connection between the cycling flows and the right-angled movement towards and from the 
properties, the bicycle bench could be introduced. bicycle parking is possible in the length of the bicycle 
lane. Sitting on the bench is with the face towards the property or water side. The bench will have a hight 
of 75 cm sitting surface. This is suitable for short staying and the one who is sitting is at tha same eye level as 
passing cyclists. This stimulates meeting.


